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Abstract and Keywords
At the end of the eighteenth century, in the wake of Joseph II’s reforms, the diet began to assume the initiative in legal reform, although only a few of its proposals were converted into statute law. The revolution of 1848 saw the dismantling of seigneurial jurisdiction and the structure of noble land holding, as well as the effective repudiation of the Tripartitum. A phase of rapid reform was introduced in the neo-absolutist period of the 1850s, inaugurated by Franz Joseph. With the collapse of the neo-absolutist experiment, a legal vacuum occurred, into which the High Judge Conference reintroduced parts of the pre-1848 structure. Despite the inauguration of a parliamentary regime, statute law proved inadequate. It was augmented by judicial activism and ministerial decree. These extra-legal recourses were justified by reference to their embedding in customary practice. Thus customary law continued to maintain a rhetorical authority into the twentieth century.
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The Limits of Reform
The customary law and its institutions were torn up by Joseph II in the 1780s. In the decade of his rule, Joseph pushed through an experiment in enlightened absolutism that turned the established legal order on its head. Joseph’s measures aimed (among much else) at the emancipation of the peasantry through the monetization of seigneurial obligations, the taxation of noble land, the introduction of new civil and penal codes that eliminated both aviticitas and the privileges of the nobility, and the separation of justice from administration
through the reorganization of the kingdom’s lower courts. Joseph’s reforms were all introduced by decree or patent, without any involvement of the estates. His assault on the privileges of the Hungarian nobility was combined with a propaganda offensive that both disparaged the *Tripartitum* and demonstrated that Hungary’s historic arrangements of public law had been perverted by noble self-interest.¹ It brought the kingdom to the verge of rebellion and of a new Prussian invasion. In anticipation of an imminent change of regime, one Hungarian conspirator (Remigius Franyó) sent Frederick William II of Prussia a copy of the *Tripartitum* for his edification.²

On his deathbed, Joseph II retracted most of his legislation for Hungary. In order to pacify the kingdom, Joseph’s successor, Leopold II, hastily summoned a diet, the first in thirty-five years. Leopold hoped to convince the diet to agree to a broad measure of reform.³ Most deputies to the diet that met in 1790 aimed only, however, at a *restitutio in integrum*, but there were some who argued that Joseph’s rule had broken the contract between the political nation and the house of Habsburg and had thus severed the thread of succession (*filum successionis*). They accordingly (p.216) advocated the restoration of an elective monarchy, the reinstatement of the right of resistance, and the prosecution of Joseph’s Hungarian advisors on the (dubious) grounds of *crimen laesae nationis*.⁴ In order to recapture the middle ground, Leopold enlisted firebrands from within the nobility to urge a radical programme that aimed at the empowerment of the ‘fourth estate’ and the taxation of the nobility. Some of these would later go on to embrace the cause of revolution, ending their lives on the executioner’s block.⁵

Consensus could, however, be reached on a scheme that aimed to render impossible any repetition of Joseph’s rule. Joseph’s reforms had all been introduced by patent. There was nothing unusual about the use of mandates of this type, which were deemed to flow from the supervisory role that the monarch discharged. Previous statutes had sought to hem in the use of royal mandates, confirming that they might not be used against the rights and laws of the kingdom.⁶ Most mandates and patents were, indeed, purely administrative instruments, of only temporary significance, dealing with routine business—prognostication in markets, the excessive use of post horns, the hooing of pipes for smoking tobacco, and so on.⁷ In this respect, they were as unexceptionable as the vast bulk of *normalia* addressed to the courts. Some, such as Maria Theresa’s patents that had forbidden torture, eliminated the crime of witchcraft or regulated peasant obligations, comported less happily with the laws and practices of the kingdom—and in the case of the last of these, published in 1767, might be considered a direct assault upon the established rights of the nobility. Joseph’s patents belonged unequivocally, however, in the category of mandates that were *illegitima* insofar as they were self-evidently *contra jura et leges regni, contra Decreta regni*, and not in conformity with the kingdom’s customary law. In order to prevent any further abuse of patents, the diet as a first step obliged
Leopold to confirm that he would not use these instruments, unless they were in line with the kingdom’s laws—*nonnulli in sensu legum*. Leopold agreed to this.  

The problem was that the laws to which the diet appealed were by no means established. Their content was uncertain and their applicability not obvious. Hungarians had, however, recently learned from Montesquieu that the bundle of customs and conventions that governed the rights of the nobility amounted to a constitution. (The 1792 Transylvanian diet subsequently opened in Cluj with a trio sung by personifications of the three powers.) Many noblemen accordingly demanded a comprehensive written settlement, in the manner of a constitution, (p.217) which would fill in the legal gaps wherein royal patents might otherwise intrude, thus guaranteeing their liberties against any future erosion. Leopold was supportive of their request, for he hoped through a revision of the laws to effect the modernization of Hungary’s institutions. Because, however, Joseph’s reforms had been so comprehensive, involving most aspects of the kingdom’s life, the idea of a constitutional settlement was rapidly eclipsed by the more ambitious plan of defining the legal scope and character of every institution in the country. The diet accordingly appointed no less than nine committees of the estates or, as they were known, Deputationes Regnicolares to work out a thorough legislative settlement. This was to include not only the elaboration of codes of criminal, civil, commercial and procedural law, but also public administration, taxation, peasant obligations, the national economy, mining, ecclesiastical matters, education and culture, and the miscellaneous complaints of the diet. The plan, as originally envisaged, was for the committees to work together to produce a body of draft legislation that would be put to a future diet for approval, as ‘a single uniform scheme […] all parts of which should make up an orderly and coherent whole’.  

The committees had completed their work by 1795. By this time, however, the repression attending the Jacobin trials had rendered all talk of reform not only otiose but also politically dangerous. Their draft legislation was accordingly consigned to the archives. Although they were occasionally dusted down, it was not until 1827 that the diet instructed their investigation and revision. A further round of consultation took place and amended versions of the drafts, with minority reports added in, were duly published. On this occasion, the stumbling block was the conviction that the drafts needed to be made into law simultaneously, as an organic whole, but no consensus could be obtained on what the corpus, in its entirety, should contain. Once again, therefore, the work of the Deputationes was consigned *ad acta*.  

Although its scope was immense, the draft legislation drawn up by the committees was generally cautious. Certainly, the Deputatio entrusted with economic affairs came up with an ambitious scheme of free trade, predicated on the removal of the customs barrier between Hungary and the rest of the Monarchy. Its ecclesiastical counterpart drove a noticeably Josephinist agenda.
that fell short of restoring church property, and the cultural committee made some thoughtful recommendations for the establishment of commercial and agricultural colleges.\textsuperscript{16} Likewise, the (p.218) Deputatio Juridica entrusted with the renewal of the CJH produced some impressive work in respect of the commercial law. Its \textit{Codex Cambio-Mercantilis} was not the first attempt to institute a comprehensive commercial code, for Joseph had previously urged the Curia to devise legislation in this regard and had sent for the judges’ instruction a code that he had commissioned to regulate bills of exchange.\textsuperscript{17} Nevertheless, the \textit{Codex} was thorough and wide-ranging, including draft legislation on bills of exchange, bankruptcy, partnerships and companies, including limited liability and joint-stock.\textsuperscript{18} Its text was, for the most part, derivative of foreign laws, on account of which it forbade the use of ‘dry bills’ (\textit{trockene Wechsel}; \textit{cambiales siccae}), where the drawer and payer were identical, on the grounds that these instruments were potentially usurious. In fact, as a type of promissory note, dry bills were a vital ingredient of capitalist transformation.\textsuperscript{19}

In most areas of the law, the Deputatio Juridica adopted a conservative position. Its draft on the criminal law eliminated the distinction between ‘private wrongs’, which included many types of violence, and the large number of acts that had been brought under the heading of \textit{nota infidelitatis}, thus constituting \textit{publica delicta}.\textsuperscript{20} The substantive part of the text divided offences into the categories of crimes against public security, the person, property and morals.\textsuperscript{21} Nevertheless, the code admitted that there was a range of lesser offences that it had not had time to consider, such as gambling, breaking quarantine restrictions, diverting watercourses and so on. The prosecution of these crimes was left to judicial discretion, thus vitiating the code’s claim to be both comprehensive and motivated by the principle of \textit{nulla poena sine lege}.\textsuperscript{22} This deficiency subsequently passed into the Hungarian criminal law, when it was eventually codified in 1878–9.\textsuperscript{23}

In its treatment of the procedural and civil law, the Deputatio Juridica embraced the opinion that the existing laws were good and only needed to be better arranged. Advice received from the counties and from other agencies of government confirmed the view that the law’s application, rather than the law itself, was at fault, mainly on account of judicial negligence and the wrangling of lawyers.\textsuperscript{24} The Deputatio Juridica’s recommendations on procedure thus amounted to little more than a rewriting of Kitonich and to detailing the stages of an action.\textsuperscript{25} When it (p.219) came to the civil law, the Deputatio confined its activity to a reorganization of the \textit{Tripartitum}, adding in material gathered from the CJH. In a few places, as for instance the law of treasure trove, the Deputatio Juridica was inventive.\textsuperscript{26} Nevertheless, it failed to elucidate several tricky areas of law, such as what to do with the goods of a priest who had died intestate or whether prefected daughters might freely dispose of their inheritance as \textit{acquisita}.\textsuperscript{27} Its brief foray into bankruptcy failed to acknowledge procedures as actually followed and contradicted the \textit{Codex Cambio-Mercantilis}.\textsuperscript{28} It retained
the distinction between *delictum privatum* and *delictum publicum*, even though this had been removed in the draft criminal code.\(^{29}\)

It would be a mistake, however, to conceive of the work of the Deputatio Juridica as a further instance of a failed blueprint. First, the content of the drafts provided elements that might be deployed to support a programme of reform. Once the notion of organic, comprehensive change had been abandoned, individual parts of the Deputatio Juridica’s work might accordingly be converted piecemeal into legislation. This decoupling of the parts from the whole was embraced by the diets of 1832–6 and 1839–40 and resulted in the adoption of single legislative items that introduced chunks of the *Codex Cambio-Mercantilis* into law. In 1840, Hungary thus obtained its first statutes regulating bills of exchange, commercial transactions, factories, companies, transportation, and bankruptcy (although not limited liability).\(^{30}\) Four years later, the law on property holding was changed to permit non-nobles the right of landownership.\(^{31}\) Secondly, the work of drafting, both in the 1790s and in the late 1820s, had been undertaken by committees of the diet, at the diet’s own commission. It thus put the diet at the forefront of the legislative process, charging its representatives with the business of initiating legislation, rather than of responding to the royal propositions by advancing counter-proposals and grievances (*gravamina*). From this point onwards, legislation by statute would become the instrument of choice for reformers and the means of Hungary’s modernization. In these respects, Kossuth’s praise for the work of the committees as laying down the foundations for the reform movement before 1848 was not rhetorical.\(^{32}\)

The achievements of the reform diets of the 1830s and 1840s should not, however, be over-estimated. In respect of the criminal law, the trials of Lovassy, Kossuth and Wesselényi in the late 1830s, on grounds of lèse-majesté, indicated the procedural deficit under which the criminal law worked.\(^{33}\) Deák’s plan presented in 1843 for a criminal code proved, however, stillborn, mainly on account of its abolition (p.220) of the death penalty and the concomitant expense of imprisonment.\(^{34}\) Likewise, the redemption of services proceeded slowly. This was not only because peasants saw no reason to commute future dues into costly lump-sum payments, but also because the reform of seigneurial relations aroused a visceral response among supporters of the old order.\(^{35}\) As one of their spokesmen at the diet put it in the 1830s, ‘What is my freedom worth if all the people are free?’\(^{36}\) The same objections frustrated the introduction of a new civil code, which might have laid the foundations of the modern ‘civil society’, to which reformers inclined, since its discussion necessarily called into question the privileges of the nobility. Even though Széchenyi had shown how *aviticitas* impoverished noblemen by denying them complete ownership of their estates and thus the collateral upon which to obtain
credit, the association of *aviticitas* with noble status rendered its abolition politically impossible.\(^{37}\)

We may, nevertheless, discern a rhetorical shift. The *Tripartitum* and Hungary’s ancient law had long been considered emblematic of noble liberty and the country’s main bulwark against Habsburg centralization and misrule. Increasingly, however, the *Tripartitum* was widely perceived, from no later than the 1830s, as locking the kingdom in immobility and preventing even the sort of measured change to which conservative reformers aspired. In the counties and in preliminary meetings of the diet (where a good part of legislative business was first hammered out), nobles and deputies inveighed against the dead hand of tradition, while in the burgeoning Hungarian literature and letters of the period, the antique nobleman, a Don Quixote with *Tripartitum* in hand, was rendered an object of ridicule or disgust.\(^{38}\) István Széchenyi’s celebrated ambition to consign nine-tenths of the *Tripartitum* and *Corpus Juris* to the flames may well have been a legal pun on the ninth and the tithe, but it articulated a mood that was prepared to sacrifice the old rural order for economic improvement, and privilege for the ‘ennoblement of the nation’.\(^{39}\) In this respect, it is telling that the diet of 1839–40 was ready to dispense with its adherence to the existing law even to the extent of actively seeking out foreign legislative models that could be adapted to meet Hungarian conditions.\(^{40}\)

(\textit{p.221}) Reform, however, foundered on the sheer scale of what was required. The good noblemen of Satu Mare County may thus in 1841 have urged a thorough-going reform of institutions, including the abolition of *aviticitas* and of seigneurial obligations, but what they proposed involved nothing less than the destruction of the three pillars upon which the social order was considered to stand—the system of land donation and noble privilege, the rights of the noble kindred, and the historic relationship of the tenant peasantry to their lords.\(^{41}\) The hope, therefore, remained that the existing law and legal institutions might be modernized in such a way as to provide the foundation of a renovated society rather than cast aside entirely. In this spirit, the diet commissioned in 1840 the newly founded Academy to translate the CJH into Hungarian, a work which was overseen from a literary point-of-view by the poet, Mihály Vörösmarty. The first fruit of this labour was a new translation of the *Tripartitum*, published in 1844.\(^{42}\) A dictionary of Werbőczy’s legal vocabulary was published in the same year, with the original Latin terms translated into their supposedly Hungarian equivalents.\(^{43}\) Meanwhile, conservative lawyers, such as Ignác Frank, busied away at adjustments to Hungarian legal institutions, such as the application of the *praescriptio* to inherited noble property, which might put rights in land upon a surer footing, without the need to abolish *aviticitas*.\(^{44}\) In similar vein, András Michnay and Pál Lichner published in 1845 an edition of the fifteenth-century Buda *Stadtrecht*, with the aim of grounding future commercial legislation on historical foundations, ‘since all laws rest upon older laws and customs’.\(^{45}\)
collapse of Habsburg rule in the spring of 1848 put paid, however, to all these attempts and ushered in a period of rapid and radical change.

Neo-Absolutism and the High Judge Conference

Between 1848 and 1859, Hungary underwent a succession of constitutional and legal revolutions. The April Laws of 1848 converted Hungary’s ‘real union’ with the rest of the Monarchy into a personal union between kingdom and king, and Hungary acquired for the first time a recognizably parliamentary form of government. (For this reason, we will now speak of Hungary’s parliament rather than of its diet.) The old system of tractatus and of exchanging propositions and counter-propositions was henceforth replaced by the laying of individual bills for the royal signature. Executive authority was, moreover, to be vested in a ministry that was responsible to the new parliament as well as to the monarch, and decrees of the ruler henceforward required ministerial counter-signature. Transylvania’s separate status within the Hungarian crown lands was abolished. Besides their constitutional provisions, the April Laws implicitly put an end to the status of the nobility, unravelled the seigneurial nexus, creating thereby a free peasantry, and abolished the traditional system of noble landholding that rested on the principle of aviticitas. The details whereby these measures were to be implemented were not enunciated at the time, being left over for future discussion. The intended legislation was not, however, forthcoming. On account of Ferdinand V’s disregard for the April Laws and the machinations of his generals, war instead broke out between Hungary and the monarch. In December 1848, Ferdinand was dethroned in a coup and replaced as king and emperor by his talentless nephew, Franz Joseph.

Following Hungary’s defeat in 1849, its constitutional relations with both the other lands of the Monarchy and the ruler were dramatically reversed. Relying on the doctrine of forfeiture, Franz Joseph declared Hungary to have lost the right to its own laws on account of its rebellion and thus to be subject to the royal will. Accordingly, Hungary was deprived both of its parliament and of its local organs of self-government. Following Franz Joseph’s decision to forego any semblance of constitutional rule as Emperor and to extend the practice of ‘neo-absolutism’ throughout the Monarchy, Hungary was governed in the manner of his other lands and kingdoms and administered centrally from Vienna. Hungary’s absorption into the Austrian Gesamtstaat was, however, accompanied by measures that carried forward the legal revolution begun in 1848. Although centralizing and despotic in the practice of its government, the neo-absolutist regime was radical in its social and economic policies. In 1852, new principles of landownership were enunciated that laid down how, following upon the abolition of aviticitas, properties were in future to be transferred, inherited and given in pledge, adumbrating transitional arrangements. The next year, the Urbarial Patent adumbrated the terms under which land was to be assigned to the peasantry and former landlords to be compensated. In 1855, the institution of the land registry was established and regional offices set up to record all
property holdings as well as the mortgages and liens attaching to individual portions. The early 1850s also saw the introduction of the Austrian Civil Code as well as the imposition of a new criminal law.\(^{47}\) The highest court for Hungary, the Supreme Court and Court of Cassation, now sat in Vienna, administering Austrian law, although to overcome the barriers of language its Hungarian \(\text{(p. 223)}\) business was overseen by a dedicated Hungarian section.\(^{48}\) These measures were carried forward by over 100 supplementary patents and by a centralized bureaucracy that was governed by ministries in Vienna. Their implementation in Hungary was accompanied by a ‘state of siege’ lasting until 1854 that brought crimes of obstruction or dissent before military tribunals, and by a press law imposed in 1852 that put in place savage penalties for criticism of the \textit{Gesamtstaat} and of its sovereign.\(^{49}\)

The 1850s witnessed some spectacular illustrations of Hungary’s modernization—new institutions of education, post and telegraph offices, a modest railway boom, credit banks for industry and agriculture, the standardization of weights, measures and clock-time, \textit{Trafik} shops for the sale of tobacco, and so on.\(^{50}\) In this respect, neo-absolutism achieved more of lasting consequence than Joseph II’s reforms, many of which had not been implemented in Hungary at the time of their withdrawal. Nevertheless, direct rule achieved rather less than both contemporaries and later historians have often averred. On the ground, much of the work of daily administration had to be performed by low-paid Austrian bureaucrats, who struggled to comprehend both the artless country folk over whom they were appointed and the welter of regulations coming out of Vienna.\(^{51}\) The distribution of land to the peasantry proceeded slowly, partly because peasants held back from coming into final accord with their lords in the hope of negotiating a better deal.\(^{52}\) In similar fashion, most disputes involving land held under \textit{aviticitas} were postponed (many had been rumbling for decades and so further delay was little hardship).\(^{53}\) The application of Austrian law did, however, facilitate the breakup of communally held property when no agreement on division could be reached by the \textit{compossessores} (a not uncommon situation).\(^{54}\) Even so, there were the usual stories of wards being cheated out of their inheritance.\(^{55}\) For its part, the registration of land, although generally regarded by property holders as a beneficial development since it gave added security to ownership, proceeded slowly. By 1861, under a half of the kingdom’s properties had been registered and, even then, many entries were believed to be either fictional or fraudulent.\(^{56}\) The difficulty of reconciling entry in the land register with the \textit{praescriptio} and property held in mortgage \(\text{(p.224)}\) created additional uncertainties.\(^{57}\) The confusion of laws, and the uncertainty of the courts as to which law to follow, was likened to conditions in the American Wild West.\(^{58}\)

The crisis provoked by Franz Joseph’s military humiliation in Italy in 1859 obliged the ruler to don the mask of constitutionalism. In the October Diploma of 1860, Franz Joseph promised to restore the institutions that he had abolished only a decade before and to make law by ostensibly parliamentary means rather
than by decree. A Hungarian parliament duly assembled in April the next year. Since it had not been convoked according to the terms of the April Laws, it spent most of its brief life debating its own existence and how best to translate *indignatio* into Hungarian. Dismayed at its obduracy, Franz Joseph eventually closed the parliament down in August.

The convocation of the parliament was accompanied by a meeting held in close parallel to debate the restoration of the kingdom’s laws. The legislation of the previous decade had been introduced by decree, without counter-signature, and was thus by the terms of the April Laws invalid. Its content in respect both of substantive and of procedural law was, however, so far reaching that it could not be simply declared void in the manner of Joseph II’s decrees. It was, nevertheless, not at all obvious which of the innovations introduced under neo-absolutism were worth keeping and what sort of mechanism was needed to give these a basis in law. The meeting, which included some sixty former judges and lawyers, was convoked under the presidency of the former chancellor, György Apponyi, who had been appointed to the restored office of High Judge in January 1861. To begin with, Apponyi seems only to have envisaged the High Judge Conference (Országbírói Értekezlet) reaching agreement on some temporary arrangements that would then be authorized by a royal patent. Apponyi did not understand that the legality of these arrangements had to rest on something other than this type of royal instrument, the constitutional invalidity of which had brought the Conference into being in the first place. A flood of petitions from the counties as well as a congress of lawyers meeting in an unofficial capacity thus reminded Apponyi that ‘the making, abolition and determination of the law can only take place with the agreement of a legally convened parliament’ and that Hungary already had its own laws in the form of those enacted in April 1848.

Notwithstanding doubts about the Conference’s competence and deliberate attempts to sabotage its proceedings, a consensus of sorts prevailed. A *restitutio in integrum* of Hungary’s laws was not possible. Social and economic developments since 1848 had moved too fast and too far to permit this beguiling expedient. But the legislation introduced under neo-absolutism was not welcome either. Certainly, no one opposed land registration which, despite its faults and the tardiness of its introduction, was generally acknowledged to be a good thing and, indeed, ‘a daily necessity’. The Austrian Civil Code, however, was deemed overly cumbersome and to permit too many ways by which cases might be prolonged. The Austrian Criminal Code had, for its part, many uncertain clauses, particularly in respect of political crimes. The solution that gradually emerged was to review all aspects of the law, balancing the demands of the new age and the spirit of the April Laws with the traditions of Hungarian law, although not to the extent of ‘restoring its medieval institutions’.

---
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A compromise between national traditions and current needs suited members of Hungary’s nascent historical law school, whose exponents gave intellectual grist to the Conference’s discussions. Paradoxically, the ideas of the historical law school had been fostered during neo-absolutism by the work of the education minister, Leo Thun-Hohenstein, who had introduced to the university curriculum approaches to legal enquiry borrowed from the German lands. For Hungary’s historical law school, the study of legal institutions disclosed the spirit of the people and their cultivation promoted the organic growth of the nation. As Tivadar Pauler explained, ‘The law develops out of the life of the nation in the manner of a plant, whose roots rest in the conviction of the people and evolve through customary practices.’ In its rejection of codification and its distrust of legislative solutions that hindered the development of the national will, the historical law school came near to the Tripartitum’s earlier account of the relationship of statutory law to customary law. Nevertheless, it qualified the derogatory power of statute over custom, affirming instead that the law which emerged voluntarily from the moral unity of society, constituted the true expression of the nation’s historic nature and purpose.

The problem now became to identify the traditional law of the nation. Rapidly, both in the committees that looked into individual branches of the law and in the plenary sessions, the search for the historic springs of Hungarian law became conflated with ideas of the ‘national genius’ and the ‘inheritance of a thousand years’. As with all attempts to ground national identity on objective modes of conduct, establishing the marks of exceptionalism proved hard. Was it that Hungarian law exempted women from the birch? That it obliged those who had lost a suit to vacate a contested estate and appeal for recovery while extra dominium? (Hungarian law actually provided a myriad of ways by which to circumvent this obligation.) That it was chivalrous (lovagias) in its treatment of widows? That the disposition of property in the absence of direct heirs followed the principle of paterna paternis, materna maternis? (A commonplace civilian expression.) That Hungarian law prevented foreigners, such as Austrian officers, laying hands on ancestral land? As it turned out, in respect of relations of private law, this last consideration, voiced by Deák, proved particularly compelling.

The Austrian Civil Code had, with certain safeguards for heirs, permitted the free ownership and disposition of property, as well as the widow’s right to inherit a part of the landed estate of her dead husband (and so, by extension, allow any second husband to obtain possession of that part, should she predecease him). Aviticitas, by contrast, vested property in the extended family and incorporated strict rules of inheritance that kept the estate within the kindred. Increasingly, as the pressure mounted to define the national genius as manifested in Hungary’s legal institutions, aviticitas became viewed as the most enduring legacy of Hungary’s millennial history—‘the inheritance of our ancestors’, ‘the pillar of the nation’ and so on. Only a short time before, aviticitas had been
jettisoned as an impediment to the nation’s improvement and its abolition feted by many as one of the triumphs of the April Laws. Some deft legal footwork was accordingly required and this became one of the major achievements of the High Judge Conference.

The solution adopted was to confirm the abolition of the following: first, the distinction between noble and non-noble land (although a rear-guard sought to restore it); secondly, the principle that all land had its origin in the ruler’s gift and so might eventually return to him; and, thirdly, all preferential arrangements laid (p.227) in respect of the property rights of daughters and spinsters. In other respects, however, the decision of the Conference was to retain the principle of ‘familiness’ (családiság) that underscored the ‘legal and blood community’ of aviticitas while making nods in the direction of the Tripartitum and of Hungary’s historic arrangements of landholding. Thus, the alienation of land was permitted, but not if it was to be squandered; at that point a closure (zárlat) on further sales might be imposed. In wills, at least a half of the estate was bound to go to direct heirs; in the absence of these the half went to parents and then to collateral branches of the kindred. Tellingly, this reserved part of the estate was not referred to as the ‘obligatory portion’ (köteles rész) but as the ‘divisional portion’ (osztályrész), thus harking back the vocabulary of aviticitas.82 Most remarkably, in its treatment of the rights of widows, the Conference revived the distinction between ‘ancestral’ and ‘acquired’ goods, which both the April Laws and the Austrian Civil Code had removed. A widow might thus inherit the acquired goods of her late husband, but not the ancestral property unless there were no direct or collateral heirs. In this way, Austrian officers might be prevented from laying hands on Hungarian land even at the price of a less than chivalrous regard for the welfare of Hungarian widows.84

In respect of other branches of law, the Conference maintained a largely conservative stance. Older commercial laws were revived, although in respect of mining activity the terms of the 1854 Mining Patent (which had controversially introduced some elementary safety regulations) were carried over intact. Land registration and the 1855 Patent on its adoption were preserved. In its treatment of the criminal law, however, the Conference eschewed any substantive considerations, confining its work to an elaboration of procedure, and Deák failed in his attempt to reintroduce the draft he had presented to the diet in 1843. Nevertheless, the Conference skilfully retained the exemption from birching for nobles and their families, extending their privilege to members of the professions (Honoratioren) and Jews. The retention of corporal punishment for the labouring classes provoked outrage among liberals at home and foreign correspondents. As it turned out, corporal punishment was later withdrawn as a penalty in Law LII of 1871, but restored in Law XXVI of 1920 for lesser infractions, although the courts refused to impose it.
The deliberations of the High Judge Conference were completed at the beginning of March and the draft it had composed was reworked by a committee of the re-established Septemviralis Court, to be shortly thereafter published as the ‘Provisional Judicial Regulations’ (ITSz: Ideiglenes Törvénykezési Szabályok). The ITSz was celebrated at the time as achieving a settlement between older Hungarian foundations and new legal outlooks, forms and landed relations, and as bringing the Hungarian law of property and persons into accord with the spirit of the age. Later writers would indeed compare it to the Corpus Juris. In fact, for all the cleverness of some of its parts, the ITSz was regarded by the imperial counsellors in Vienna as a shambles, full of contradictions and inconsistencies. They were right. Great gaps existed in the inheritance law that the Conference had crafted, as for instance in regard to the allocation of estate within the ‘divisional portion’. Likewise, by confirming the institution of the land registry and referring back to the Austrian Civil Code as explanatory of this, the ITSz provided a gateway through which further provisions of the Code might be deemed applicable to Hungary. On 22 March, Apponyi excused the ITSz as a ‘lesser evil’ to the current legal confusion, but Franz Joseph was unconvinced. It was only Apponyi’s threat of resignation that brought the king round.

The imperial counsellors—principally the Archduke Rainer and the interior minister, Anton von Schmerling—had, however, identified a further and obvious problem with the ITSz. How was it to be enacted? Incredibly, despite all the criticism voiced by the Conference at its opening session and amplified in the petitions of the counties, Apponyi still thought it possible to publish the ITSz in the form of a royal patent. How could the king actually do this, the counsellors asked, given the constitutional irregularity of a patent? It was, indeed, at their insistence that the ITSz was laid before the Lower House of the Hungarian parliament where, in June, it was cursorily debated and approved by 152 votes to 70. (It passed through the Upper House unanimously.) Yet, of course, this was not a properly convened parliament, on account of which it considered itself incapable of making legislation but only of advancing recommendations. Notwithstanding parliament’s approval and the grudging consent of the ruler, therefore, the ITSz still lacked a basis in law. In a stroke that might be considered masterful were it not that its implications were clearly lost on him, Apponyi sent on 23 July the text of the ITSz (p.229) to the lower courts on behalf of the Curia. Recommending that it be henceforth regarded as a guide (zsinórémértékül), he advertised that its provisions ‘be considered by litigants and judges alike as temporary instruments of assistance and direction’. Even so, while some litigants and judges considered that the ITSz should be ‘used from this day on as legally valid’, there was considerable disquiet over the manner of its introduction, which smacked of an octroy.
The ITSz was regarded to begin with as a purely provisional measure that would be replaced in short time by fuller legislation and a civil code, authorized by a properly constituted parliament. Although, following the establishment in 1867 of a lawful parliament, legislation was passed that superseded portions of the ITSz, much of its text remained in force until the implementation of the Communist Civil Code in 1960. Once it had been issued, however, no difficulty arose in respect of finding authority for the ITSz. The parallel between Werbőczy’s decision to send out the Tripartitum to the counties, even though it lacked the royal seal, and Apponyi’s own decision to publish the ITSz, even though it had no legislative authority, were obvious and compelling. The validity of the ITSz was thus deemed customary and it might accordingly be listed among those instruments and practices the weight of which rested upon custom. Law IV of 1869 on ‘The Exercise of Judicial Power’, therefore noted in its fourth paragraph that ‘The judge shall proceed and pass judgment on the basis of the laws, decrees that rest on the law, and custom having the force of law.’ Insofar as the ITSz was neither a law nor a decree, it had already been apprehended within the broad category of ‘custom having the force of law’.

As Béni Grosschmid later observed, the contents of the ITSz were not customary but were instead a medley of norms taken mainly from Austrian law, fleshed out with some of Hungary’s legal traditions. In fact, Grosschmid observed, the High Judge Conference might as well have adopted the Austrian Civil Code, except that it was important for the nation to believe that it lived by its own law. For Grosschmid, the importance of the ITSz as a customary instrument rested not with its content but in the manner of its introduction, which presupposed the right of the courts to determine the content of custom on the basis of what they chose to observe. In order to retain custom’s roots in popular observance, the first commentator on the ITSz hesitantly invoked a tacitus consensus populi, by which court practice became embedded over time in the people’s habits, but even he was unconvinced. Grosschmid’s conclusion was thus inescapable—that the manner (p.230) of the ITSz’s introduction had judicialized custom to the extent that customary law and the law of the courts were now synonymous. Or, as it was later perversely explained, custom was the practice of the courts, which originated in what the courts practised.

Courts and the Legislative Deficit
The ITSz had restored the organization of the kingdom’s courts as it had been before 1848 with only a few modifications. The principal adjustments lay in regard to the administration of the land registers and land use, which resulted in tens of thousands of suits coming before the courts every year. The ITSz had also allowed the principal instrument of local justice, the county court, to operate as autonomously as possible, even to the extent that ‘the maximum number of members of the court shall not be laid down, but be requisite with the administration of justice, for the court to decide.’ Although membership of the county courts had become less numerous in the first decades of the nineteenth
century, their tables often still included more than a dozen judges, county
officials and assessors. The courts of the Curia, which the ITSz restored,
continued to be packed with barons, prelates, assessors and others. The ITSz
did, however, confirm the reduction in the size of village and other local courts,
where procedures were only oral, to just three officers. Seigneurial courts
were not, however, reinstated. Most of their work was taken over by courts in
the ridings or járásbiróságok (there were 360 of these by 1871), the
competences of which had been expanded during the period of neo-absolutism.

Following the Settlement or Compromise of 1867, by which Franz Joseph gave
Hungary home rule, laws were introduced by the Hungarian parliament for the
modernization of the kingdom’s judicial administration. These aimed in the first
instance at creating a career judiciary, appointment to which was by special
examination. The function of the judges as civil servants was qualified by
measures intended to ensure their impartiality, but since judicial appointments
rested on ministerial approval, the judges were a generally compliant lot. Judges were, moreover, paid badly in comparison to practising lawyers, on
account of which their reputation suffered. Their background and education
were also generally poorer, and their previous experience usually lay in clerking
and not in litigation. At the same time, however, the role of the
judge was enlarged by the removal of assessors and other officers from the
courts. The Royal Curia court (which superseded the Septemviralis court)
generally operated with between five and seven judges in attendance; the two
(later eleven) courts of the Royal Table had five (later three) judges; and the city
and county courts had three. Courts in the ridings were headed by single
judges.

Behind the changed status of the judiciary and the slimming down of court
membership lay the assumption that jurisprudence was a mechanical act that
simply required the facts before the court to be fitted to the relevant piece of
legislation. As is typical in continental jurisdictions, judges were considered no
more than, as Montesquieu had put it, ‘the mouth that pronounces the words of
the law, inanimate beings who can moderate neither its force nor its rigour’. It was only where the quality of the facts was in dispute, most notably in respect
of whether an article in the press was defamatory or seditious, that a wider
constituency of opinion, in the form of a lay jury, was considered necessary. The principle of judicial subsumption, which guides many continental
jurisdictions, requires, however, that the law be both known and scrutable. In
Hungary, however, this was not the case. Law IV (para. 19) of 1869 had, as we
have seen, required that judges adjudicate by reference to statute, lawful
decrees and custom having the force of law. It was moreover now specified that
the lawful text of any statute was the one proclaimed in parliament and
deposited in the National Archive, and thus not by implication any customized
version. Nevertheless, there was no obvious way of measuring the legality of
decree or custom by reference to its relationship to statute or to the force of
law, for large areas of the law continued, as before, to remain without any regulation or guidance in statute.

Hungary’s parliaments were never less than busy. Between 1870 and 1890, a thousand bills became law, a number that would more than double by 1930. Some of these were intended to lay the liberal foundations of a modern civil society—regulating the rights of members of national minorities (before 1918, less than half of Hungarians were native Hungarian-speakers), establishing religious toleration, renewing the kingdom’s commercial legislation, establishing a new criminal code, and so on. Nevertheless, statutory legislation tended to be piecemeal rather than comprehensive. Large parts of the law, particularly those affecting legal equality and the remaining encumbrances on peasant tenures were dealt with in a fragmentary fashion. Still, at the beginning of the twentieth century, there were categories of woodland where rights of peasant usufruct had not been legally resolved. The overwhelming share of legislation passing through parliament was given over to measures of only fleeting significance, being mainly nuts-and-bolts administrative and budgetary provisions. Possibly as much as eighty per cent of parliamentary legislation fell into this category.

Legislation was not only partial, but it was also often derivative. It was much easier to borrow foreign legislative acts than to draft bills from scratch. The problem was that the importation of models from abroad introduced a vocabulary and distinctions in law that were not applicable to Hungary. In copying the German Strafgesetzbuch of 1871, the criminal code of 1878–9, devised by Károly Csemegi, introduced a threefold classification of crimes, dividing these between bűntett, vétség and kihágás (corresponding to the German Tat, Verbrechen and Vergehen), that had no basis in Hungarian practice. The commercial legislation of the late 1870s was similarly taken from German law and smuggled in provisions of consumer protection without establishing a context for their implementation. A further round of borrowing during the 1880s saw the establishment of a financial-administrative court for the resolution of disputes over taxation, fines and exemptions. Its competence was extended to other branches of the administration in 1896 and included most cases for legal redress against excesses or derelictions of duty by organs of state and local government. The inspiration for this development came primarily from the examples of the Austrian Reichsgericht (1869) and Verwaltungsgerichtshof (1875). Even at the time, however, the introduction of administrative courts was considered contrary to established Hungarian practice. Hitherto actions against officials had fallen within the purview of the ordinary courts.

The establishment of administrative courts created an artificial distinction between public and private law that opened up new problems of jurisdiction and of the appropriate forum for adjudication. This is precisely what we might expect, given that the ‘continental distinction’ was as foreign to Hungary then as
Rather than tackle the problems of competence head on, however, successive governments chose not to legislate at all. Whole areas of activity were thus not covered by legislative provision, particularly in respect of the rights (p.233) that belonged to individuals and their relationship to the offices of state power. Of these, the most signal involved rights of association and assembly. There was, however, a similar legislative void in respect of the burgeoning number of land trusts (an individual right gifted by the monarch on the advice of the Minister of Justice) and the post office (a public body trusted with the delivery of private communications). The law of mortmain (holtkéz), which affected the individual right to give property to the churches, which were conceived of as public bodies, remained notoriously without any guidance in modern statute. It was ultimately left to the Curia to determine that the restrictions on mortmain inherited from the Middle Ages had lapsed through desuetude.

Even though the ITSz had been intended only as an interim measure, no civil code emerged to take its place. For decades, committees staffed by some of Hungary’s most respected academic lawyers busied away at preparing drafts, but these never acquired legislative sanction. The composition of the committees and the scrupulous way that they went about their business partly explains their failure. Too many intellectual constituencies needed to be satisfied—the historical law school that conceived of the law as reflecting national traditions; the school of Interessen-Jurisprudenz that, under the influence of Jhering, saw the role of the law as reconciling interests in such a way as to permit the transformation of society; and an Anglophile group that pushed for the development of jurisprudence based on precedent and a yet-to-be-developed Common Law. Since, moreover, any new code required parliamentary approval, the lawyers had to be alert to political trends and accommodate, in particular, the conservatism of the Upper House.

The failure of the committee charged with drafting the civil law can be briefly told. Established in 1869, but only really active from 1873, the committee divided up its work between its members. These produced individual sections on general principles and on the laws of property, obligations and inheritance. The parts, however, did not mesh and were widely condemned as a medley of haphazard borrowings taken from other continental codes. In particular, the section on inheritance law, published in 1876, satisfied no one, since it assumed a midway position in respect of the contentious issue of collateral succession, while at the same time lifting parts of its text from the Saxon Civil Code of 1863. Its contents were the subject of earnest, but fruitless discussion for more than a dozen years, with the usual claims being raised that collateral inheritance at several degrees had to be acknowledged in law since it formed part of the national genius. Meanwhile, (p.234) a marriage law that recognized civil unions eventually passed through parliament in the early 1890s (bringing down two governments on its way). By considering marriage separately, the
parliament made it a domain of the law that operated outside the private law—a situation which unusually for continental jurisprudence prevails in Hungary today. For this we must partly blame the author of the marriage law, Béni Grosschmid, who pressed for its separate legislative treatment as a way of entrenching in statute some of the principles upon which any future civil code should rest. Confusingly, however, the marriage law omitted consideration of marital property rights which continued to be treated as part of private law.

In 1894, a second committee was formed with the brief of ‘elaborating a unified and systematic draft of the Civil Code, taking into consideration Hungary’s statutes affecting the private law and its customary laws, the drafts that have been already compiled, Hungarian judicial opinion and literature, and legal developments in other civilized states’. The committee took five years to produce a text running to more than 2,000 paragraphs. This was then published in a five-part edition, in 1901–2, and sent out for comment. A revised draft was commenced in 1909, which on account of the need to accommodate criticisms resulted in an expanded text—the section on inheritance law doubled to 1980 paragraphs. The amended version was put before the Lower House in 1913 and revised by a parliamentary committee in 1915, but on account of the war it never received legislative sanction. An attempt undertaken after 1922 to rework the drafts into a new civil code ‘reflective of the thousand-year development of our law’, which was presented to parliament in 1928, similarly perished on account of the legislature’s inertia.

The failure to produce a code of civil law that regulated private legal relations was partly compensated for by textbooks. These, pre-eminently Imre Zlinszky’s *Hungarian Private Law as Currently in Operation* (1880, and many subsequent editions), attempted to make sense of the law by welding together its fragments by reference to the Austrian Civil Code and other instruments that otherwise had no ostensible validity in Hungary. The result was a mishmash of provisions that aimed at comprehensiveness but was epistemologically shallow. As Szászy-Schwarz observed of Zlinszky’s text, ‘Here he advances a genuine proposition in Hungarian law, here an old dead statute pulled from another context, here a recommendation taken from Hesse or Dresden.’ Szászy-Schwarz recommended burning the lot, but his own solution was equally perverse—to re-found Hungarian private law on the basis of case law, thus forcing it to become akin to the English Common Law. As it happened, a different way was found upon which to build the law and it was in this context that the idea of customary law re-emerged as a guiding principle in Hungarian jurisprudence. This was, however, a quite different type of customary law to the one that had prevailed in the kingdom before the mid-nineteenth century.
Rendelet, Court Practice and Rhetoric

With the advent in 1867 of constitutional rule, the executive power was apportioned to ministers, who might henceforward issue decrees or rendelets of their own volition. This was considered a necessary means of empowering the administration in such a way as to achieve a balance within the constitution. From the very start, however, the system of legislation by ministerial rendelet was abused. First, parliamentary law making was invariably sloppy and more concerned with establishing general principles than with providing a thorough explication of the way in which the law should be applied. It was intended that ministerial rendelet would make up for deficiencies in the drafting process, fleshing out on an ad hoc basis the details that the legislative instrument lacked. The law of hunting illustrates this approach. The two statutes published in 1883 that regulated hunting and hunting grounds consisted of just a few pages of text, altogether just over 100 short paragraphs. Within eight years their statutory content had been amplified by several hundred ministerial interventions and rendelets that ran to almost 200 pages. Year after year, issues of the Woodland Gazette (Erdészeti Lapok) and the Hunting Almanach (Vadászati Zseb-Naptár) carried pages of further administrative orders with which the dutiful huntsman and forester should comply. He was well advised to do so. Csemegi’s criminal code of 1878–9 had not defined the offences that fell within the category of kihágás (Verbrechen). These were left blank, to be filled in by ministerial rendelet as the occasion arose.

Secondly, rendelet was used not only to supplement existing legislation but also in place of it. Whereas the French Revolutionary understanding of the law was that where the law was silent the citizen was free, in Hungary the reverse situation (p.236) applied. In the legislative gap, ministerial regulations held sway, which almost always worked to the state’s advantage. Since ministerial regulations of this type were not explanatory of an existing legislative instrument, their legality could not be challenged in any court, which permitted all sorts of abuses. The ministerial requirement that associations fulfil only single purposes was therefore used to harass trade unions and to ban societies that promoted the cultural interests of national minorities. Restrictions on assembly, imposed at ministerial discretion or on the Interior Minister’s behalf by local police chiefs, often led to violent confrontations and deaths. Parliamentary challenges to the discretionary power wielded by ministers almost invariably came to nothing.

Where statute and rendelet were silent, the courts self-consciously filled the void. It was their determinations that established the basic rules of commercial and domestic liability, the obligations of a mortgagee, rights to water, presumption of death in the event of disappearance, the period of legal prescription, that the obligatory portion applied to acquired as well as to inherited land, and so on. The principle of mechanical jurisprudence thus
gave way to judicial creativity, turning on its head the assumptions of the 1869 law. As a satirical verse of the time put it:

We have many new laws, modern to a tee,
It’s to preserve social order, don’t you see?
Should something be lacking in any one line,
The Curia will fill it, in record time!\(^{142}\)

It was partly in recognition of the inventiveness of the courts that the publication of judicial decisions, which had begun episodically in the 1820s, gathered pace, in editions that aimed to be comprehensive and which often amounted to several or more volumes each year.\(^{143}\) These were accompanied by the publication of shorter compendiums, which contained decisions of the courts that were thought to be weightier, or else rearranged their content under convenient headings.\(^{144}\) It was not intended, however, that these summaries of cases and judgments should act in the manner of case law, for Hungarian courts generally held to the conviction that similar judgments in similar cases needed to be given over a period of time to acquire cogency.\(^{145}\) Nor was it at all obvious, moreover, what the grounds of (p.237) individual judgments were, for courts continued to eschew statements of principle lest these should subsequently prove restrictive. Their explanations for decisions were correspondingly vague, being usually confined to ‘It is the understanding of judicial practice that \(\textit{etc.}\)’ or ‘According to our public laws and received custom \(\textit{etc.}\)’. As Szászy-Schwarz lamented, the many volumes of decisions published from the 1870s barely ever disclosed legal reasoning that might serve to elucidate the law’s actual content. He thus contrasted Hungarian judicial practice unfavourably with its English and German counterparts where an explanation \(\textit{aus der Gründen}\) was an accepted part of the court’s judgment.\(^{146}\)

Certainly, by perusing sufficient cases, a mood or approach of the courts might be determined. On the whole, the courts tended towards the same sort of judicial expediency that had prevailed before, aiming at a balance between contending claims. This was particularly the case in respect of the estimation of damages, where the responsibility of the two parties tended to be weighed against each other rather than the matter resolved by reference to proximate cause.\(^{147}\) It was impossible, however, to convert a mood into a substantive principle of law, particularly since courts retained the right to reject previous rulings.\(^{148}\) The problem additionally arose that divergent practices began to emerge in the several layers of the judicial hierarchy or between courts. No attempts were made, however, to give the judgments of higher courts a binding authority, for these were limited to a ‘guiding influence’.\(^{149}\) Only a full session of the Curia, acting at the request of the president of the court or the Minister of Justice, could publish a decision to which other courts should yield.\(^{150}\) Even so, since these Curia decisions still failed to give judicial grounds, their contribution to the development of substantive principles was slender.\(^{151}\) It was only after the
Second World War that judicial reasoning became an accepted part of court practice.\(^\text{152}\)

In order to compensate for the absence of an alternative body of substantive law, the courts turned instead to the drafts that had been composed by the various committees as part of their work on the civil code. The volumes on the private law, published in 1901–2, were thus adopted by the courts, and subsequently influenced their judgments, especially in regard to the law of obligations. The revised 1928 draft was used in its turn during the inter-war period to guide judicial decisions. A similar use of draft instruments affected the criminal law. In 1871 (p.238) Csemegi had written a proposal on criminal procedure, with the aim of replacing Tivadar Ortvay’s textbook on criminal law, which had until this time been all that there was to guide the courts.\(^\text{153}\) The draft proposal went to the parliament but was held up in committees. Rather than allow Ortvay’s manual to retain its pre-eminence by default, the Justice Minister sent out Csemegi’s draft to the courts, with the recommendation that they follow its advice on a temporary basis. For almost thirty years, the so-called ‘Yellow Book’ (\textit{Sárga könyv}) determined the manner of proceeding in criminal cases, and was primarily responsible for introducing to Hungary the institution of the investigating magistrate. It was finally superseded in 1896 by a statutory code of procedure, which came into effect in 1900.\(^\text{154}\)

Hungarian law in the late nineteenth- and early-twentieth centuries consisted, therefore, of two types. The first was statutory law that had received parliamentary sanction. The second was extra-statutory. It comprised a variety of sources—rendelet, the decisions of the courts, and what might broadly be understood as juridical opinion, either in the form of the ITSz or of various drafts of intended legislation that had never made it onto the statute book. The authority of these non-statutory sources was not at all obvious and, indeed, they should by the terms of the 1869 Law on the Exercise of Judicial Power have been inefficacious. The 1869 Law had said nothing about the role of Curia judgments or legal drafts in guiding judgments. In respect of rendelet, the Law had presumed that ministerial decrees would be explanatory of statute rather than a substitute for it.

The solution was actually quite straightforward. The 1869 Law had permitted judgments by reference to custom, and so it was under this heading that non-statutory instruments were now conceived. There was a precedent for this, for the ITSz had similarly been a non-statutory instrument that was subsequently deemed to have gathered its authority from customary use. Lawyers and commentators were also able to use Werbőczy’s statement on the way in which judgments were constitutive of customary law and the manner of the \textit{Tripartitum}’s own reception to press home the point. Others found in the \textit{Planum Tabulare} a bridge between the \textit{Tripartitum} and their own time, thus demonstrating a spurious historical continuity in respect of the role of court
decisions in determining arrangements of law.\textsuperscript{155} The practice of the courts thus became conceived as identical to customary law. The ways that the courts sought to administer the law and the texts that they chose to use were accordingly given the legal sanction that they otherwise lacked. As Grosschmid (who really knew better) asked, were not judgments both the source and driving force of the law as well as its proof?\textsuperscript{156} A few legal scholars realized that judicial practice needed to be embedded in something more than just what the courts did. Their response was either to consider court judgments as (p.239) reflexive, slowly shaping popular practice, or to invoke a new form of the lex regia—since the people were incapable of expressing themselves, their collective will was now articulated by the judiciary.\textsuperscript{157} It belonged, however, to Károly Szladits, to point out the paradox that after centuries of being founded on written texts, and he included the Tripartitum in this category, Hungary’s law was now being shaped by the unwritten law of judicial decision.\textsuperscript{158}

A similar brand of intellectual legerdemain was applied to rendelet. Since executive orders had long been in use, they were considered to retain a customary authority in law. Moreover, so it was argued, the provisions of individual rendelets might in time become rooted in popular practice and thus accumulate a customary authority that gave them an additional persuasiveness in law. Nodding to the tacitus consensus populi, but plainly confusing tacit consent with dumb compliance, Gejza Ferdinandy averred that even those instruments published during the period of neo-absolutism might have ‘silently’ gathered authority in daily observance in much the same way as the provisions of the ITSz.\textsuperscript{159} Gyula Moór put the case for the customary authority of rendelet even more strongly: ‘Rendelets of the administration have their origin in the practice of government and retain a power that is equivalent to custom.’\textsuperscript{160}

The explanation that non-statutory legislation held a customary authority was an attractive solution. It lent the kingdom’s legal institutions a supposedly historical continuity, both emphasizing Hungary’s unique place within the Habsburg Monarchy and comporting with the studied medievalism of the millennial celebrations of 1896. Whereas in the earlier part of the nineteenth century, the legislation of diet and parliament had been understood as providing the main vehicles for national renewal, the customary law was now invoked as the manifestation of Hungary’s national mission. Werbóczy’s memory was celebrated and his work in ‘unifying’ the nation admitted him to membership of the overcrowded pantheon of Hungarian heroes. Some portraits even gave him Kossuth’s full beard, although this feature was missing from the statue erected in 1908 by the gift of Franz Joseph on what is now the Franciscans’ Square.\textsuperscript{161} In the Millennium edition of the CJH, which commenced its series with the Tripartitum, those parts of Werbóczy’s text that were still deemed pertinent were printed in bold letters, thereby emphasizing their continued contribution to the living law of the nation. The entirety of the Prologue and about 70 of the 160 pages of the main text were rendered in this way.\textsuperscript{162} Not a few jurists still held
to the dogmatic view of statute as the proper (p.240) embodiment of the state and the single source of law, beside which customary law was an empty fiction. An increasing share, however, identified the customary law with national traditions and affirmed its equivalence or even superiority to statute law, the provisions of which it might annul.¹⁶³ By conflating customary law with the Common Law, a spurious parallel with the English constitutional tradition was even invoked. The customary law of which Hungarian lawyers now spoke was not, however, the same as Werbőczy had explained in the Tripartitum. It comprised extra-statutory instruments that proceeded out of the work of government and the courts, upon which the title of custom had been rhetorically bestowed.

There is nothing unusual in this. From no later than the sixteenth century, the name of customary law has often been attached in Europe and elsewhere to legislation imposed from above. Norms promoted by courts or by government are given the sanction of the past and, as in early modern France or more recently in Korea, legitimized by reference to historic practice.¹⁶⁴ During the nineteenth century, an analogous process of state-building and of the modernization of institutions resulted in Hungary in the expansion of the law. The law was built not only on statutory instruments but also on non-statutory ones and the legal system depended for its coherence on the successful coordination of the two spheres. In order to buttress the authority of non-statutory legislation, its origin was explained by reference to customary law, which had the advantage of comporting with notions of historic identity and traditions. The solution was effective and beguiling, but unconvincing in so far as it confused the customary authority of an instrument with the customary character of its content, and mistook obedience for consent. It remained, nevertheless, the proud contention of many Hungarian jurists until the period of Communist rule.¹⁶⁵
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